SCAFFOLDING
SUPERVISOR

Position

Salary

Closing Date

Experienced Scaffolding Supervisor

£40k + Benefits

Ongoing Until Position filled

Area

Job Type

West & North Yorkshire Area

Full Time

Job Description
Do you work in the construction industry and are you looking for a new challenge in the scaffolding sector in North
Yorkshire? If that’s the case, you may find the new scaffolding supervisor job opportunity with Burflex Scaffolding of
interest.
It’s a full-time position, based in the West and North Yorkshire region, and would suit someone who already has experience
in this industry, with a starting salary of £40,000 plus benefits.
The job itself involves managing a team of scaffolders (typically an allocated number of gangs in a set area), as well
as carrying out weekly inspections, harness and step inspections, and liaising with both clients and customers on site.
You’ll also be expected to prepare load lists for upcoming works and manage a number of active sites and projects, while
keeping track of all current materials erected and stored on site.
In terms of skills and experience, you’ll need to have in-depth knowledge of the scaffolding industry, possess excellent
written and verbal communication skills, be familiar with reading and working to scaffolding design drawings, have some
IT literacy skills and live locally, in or around West Yorkshire as no accommodation will be provided for the successful
applicant.

Essential Applicant Qualities

Desirable Applicant Qualifications

Have an in-depth knowledge of the scaffolding industry.

CISRS Scaffolder or Advanced Scaffolder.

Excellent written and verbal communication skills.

CISRS Scaffold Supervisor.

Be familiar in reading and working to scaffolding design drawings.

CISRS Advanced Scaffold Inspection.

Have Full UK Drivers Licence.
Experience of sending and receiving email communications.
Must reside in or around West Yorkshire (No digs paid).

How to Apply
To apply for the position, please apply now at burflex.co.uk/careers with a copy of your current CV, with a cover
letter, detailing your experience and suitability for the role.
Should you need any further information relating to the job, please call 0113 880 5605.
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